I.Introduction
In quantum mechanics ,the a well studied problem is Harmonic Oscillator characterized by the Hamiltonian is
The energy eigenvalue
and the corresponding wave function
are well known in the literature [1] . It should be borne in mind that the above positive definite system neither admits negative energy nor complex energy .In fact the concept of negative energy or complex energy in such Hamiltonian in real space is practically imposible .However if one can make a transformation x → ix then the above Hamiltonian is transformed as
which reflects negative energy i.e
In this case wave function becomes
However negative spectrum on Harmonic Oscillator has germinated from the work of Bender,Hook and Klevansky [2] (hence forward BHK ) .The work of BVK [2] reported on a slightly modified form of above Hamiltonian as
saying that one can visualze the negative energy as
in two different ways nemely (i) negative frequency W without changing its coordinate and (ii) making a co-ordinate transformation in complex plane as suggested above. Similar concept of negative frequency (W < 0) is also reflected in the work of Fernandez [3] under the simultaneous transformation of momentum and co-ordinate [4] . However Rath [4] suggested that in real space having positive frequency of vibration, it is stll possible to realise negative energy under simultaneous transformation of co-ordinate and momentium.It is true that wave function having negative frequency converges in complex plane [3] but in real plane it diverges nicely. The nature of wave function having negative frequency for the oscillator in Eq(1) is
One can see that wave function as in both the cases is not the same (see Eqs(9,6).In fact the wave function in Eq(6) is more acceptable rather Eq(9). From the above discussions we notice that spectrum of Harmonic oscillator with or without transfor- 
II. Hamiltonian in second quantization notation.
The Hamiltonian
considered here is P T symmetric in nature [5] .This type of Hamiltonian becomming a new model particularly after the work of Ahmed [6] particularly to reflect iso-spectral behaviour.Now to transform the Hamiltonian in second quantization form we express the co-ordinate and momentum as follows [1] :
and
where the creation operator, a + and annhilation operator a satisfy the commutation
and w is an unknown parameter. Further in number space we have
where the state vector |n > w can be expressed as
Here we express H as
where
III. Matrix Diagonalisation Method .
Here we use matrix diagonalisation method [6, 7] to determine the eigenvalues of the above Hamiltonian.In eigenvalue relation we solve the
Here A m 's satisfy only three term recurrence relation as
IV. Selective frequency w = L ± W or w = W − L and Energy Levels .
In the above MDM calculation ,we consider arbitrary values of W and L to study the nature of eigenvalues of non-Hermitian Oscillator.
(i) Parameters added i.e w = L + W . Now using Harmonic Oscillator basis |n > w one can find from Eq(15b) that
This result is in conformity with the perturbative calculation [4] and calculation involving similarity transformation [3] .
(ii) Parameters substracted i.e w = L − W .
Similarly using Harmonic Oscillator basis |n > w one can find from Eq(15b) that
This result is in conformity with the perturbative calculation [4] .
Similarly using Harmonic Oscillator basis |n > w one can find from Eq(15b) the same relation as in Eq(20b) i.e
This result is in conformity with the perturbative calculation .
V. Result and Discussion.
In Table-I definitely be an asset to both experimentalists as well as theoretical physicists.
